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Abstract

This thesis is concerned with the changes to a forest landscape
changes that were wrought by human activity over two and ha

changes the author has focused on five private estates within t
Coolhurst and Leonardslee, and two villages in the Forest, Co

The five estates are considered with regard to ownership and c
villages are examined for their growth, the profile of the popul
endowments of the parish churches are outlined along with th
ties to Magdalen College, Oxford. Paternalism was a theme in
Footpath Dispute demonstrated a move away from these attitu
private property rights.

For the first time this study pulls together the numerous and c
St. Leonard’s Forest. It explores the factors both social and eco
of the nearby expanding market town of Horsham with its larg
and the attitudes of individual Forest landowners all combine
in 1750 to a place of desirable picturesque estates and expand
was to change the Forest landscape yet again.
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